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It became the European Car of the Year on its launch in November The 1. It was launched in
November Production at the company's Douai plant would eventually peak at nearly 2, cars a
day. This model was built in Brazil with flexible fuel engines. Production ended in June This
increased rear visibility. Featuring a viscous, multi disc central differential designed by Austrian
specialists Steyr Daimler Puch , it offered part time four wheel drive. The rear suspension was
re engineered and the suspension was strengthened. The new rear suspension now occupied
part of the space that was used for the spare wheel well and led to the spare tyre being placed
on the rear hatch. The RX4 rode higher with increased suspension travel and larger wheels.
While these changes provided better ground clearance, the RX4 was offered with 2. It integrates
LEDs on all trims since With integrated table , a folding front passenger seat on certain trim
levels , automatic headlights and windscreen wipers , 'Child minder' mirror , as well as front and
rear electric windows. Although powered by two wheel drive, the Conquest has a body kit,
raised ride height and features accessories usually reserved for SUVs. This car has different
styling to the normal car. The car, based on the R-Space concept, is slightly larger than its
predecessor, and adds some crossover design elements [13] but, according to Renault, it is still
an MPV. It is powered by six diesel and two petrol engines. For the models with six-speed
manual transmission and Energy dCi diesel engines, [15] it will incorporate an optional hybrid
unit Hybrid Assist. Electronic defects have caused Renault to issue two recalls. The first, in
October , was because of the dashboard could stop functioning, leaving drivers without the
ability to gauge their speed, fuel tank, direction indicators or anything as all instruments were
totally electronic. At first drivers had to replace this part at their own expense, but eventually,
because of media pressure, Renault UK and Ireland said that they would reimburse customers
up to a set limit. The cause of the unexpected instrument panel blankening originated from
some defective soldering which caused the power transistor to overheat and fail. The second, in
August , was because the electric handbrake could sometimes engage on its own while the car
was in motion. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Compact multi-purpose vehicle MPV
manufactured by Renault. Motor vehicle. Archived from the original on 17 January Retrieved 10
January Retrieved 15 July What Car? Haymarket Consumer Media. Retrieved 7 March Retrieved
1 March Renault Live blog. Retrieved 27 September Retrieved 14 December Top Gear Magazine.
Retrieved 12 October Archived from the original on 9 May Retrieved 4 June Retrieved 28 March
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II. Master III. Quadricycle Twizy. NKC : ph The first generation was largely based on its
predecessor, the 19, and utilized modified versions of that car's drivetrain and chassis.
Development of the X64 began at the beginning of , with the first sketches of X64 programme
being drawn during the first six months of The designs retained were developed around four
themes. Theme A: a six light version, evoking the Laguna; Theme B: a model with a markedly
cuneiform line; Theme C: another design with ellipse shaped glasswork and rear notch; Theme
D: a model with the same elliptical glazing and rounded rear. In March , all four styling
proposals were developed into full scale The first prototypes were built and presented to
management in December Approximately prototypes were built at Rueil assembly and
destroyed during development. In June , Renault purchased production tooling for the X64, with
the first test unit being assembled at the Douai plant in October , and pre production units being
constructed from December to the middle of The car was essentially a reskin of its predecessor,
and carried over the 19's floorpan, engines, transmissions and chassis design, albeit with much
modification. Sales in the United Kingdom commenced in April It featured a pillar mounted
three-point seatbelt for the middle rear occupant replacing the common 'lap strap' , standard
front belt pre tensioners and load limiters, driver's airbag passenger airbag from and an
impressive [ according to whom? The car also benefited from Renault's first "System for
Restraint and Protection" SRP , essentially a system of careful optimisation of occupant

restraint by interaction of the seat, seatbelt, pretensioner, load limiter and airbag. Power came
from the Renault E type "Energy" engine in 1. Renault also produced a limited number of
Renaultsport edition Phase 1's with the Renaultsport bodywork; however, these were very rare.
The Renaultsport kit was available to purchase for a short time direct from Renault France, but
has now been discontinued, thus their value has increased. It was added with the facelift of In
Japan, Renault was formerly licensed by Yanase Co. An Estate body style was also launched in
mainland Europe with the facelift. It features as the top line of the model the LA04 engine 16
valves, 1. It is a car with more advanced safety features, upgraded equipment and more. In
Venezuela, it was only available in one version: Unique, with a five speed manual gearbox or a
four speed automatic one. Both of these were equipped with Abs and other extra equipment
including driver and passenger front airbags, foglights, leather seats, electric mirrors and
electric windows. In Argentina, not every version had features such as electric windows, electric
mirrors or airbags. This was the Clio Williams Maxi , which was the first car truly developed for
the F2 Kit Car category, and first appeared in After the works programme was discontinued,
many privateers continued to use the car. In other high level competitions, Renault took back to
back manufacturer's and driver's titles in the British Rally Championship in and , [7] [8] whilst
they also took the European Rally Championship in The two cars bear very little resemblance,
the new vehicle having been inspired by the manufacturer's new design language first seen in
the Avantime. Similarly, the option of a panoramic glass sunroof is another area in which
Renault led where others followed. In Brazil, Renault launched a flex fuel version, called
"Hi-Flex", which is able to run either with unleaded gasoline petrol or ethanol. Along with the
engine, changes were made to the front and rear suspension geometry to improve handling ,
and the model features a deeper, wider front bumper. The model was revised in January , with
changes in interior trim, specification levels and most notably, a new front nose. In , however, it
dipped to eighth place, with just over 55, examples being sold. The third generation was
launched in the end of , to keep the range competitive. No automatic transmission is offered,
with it being replaced by a continuously variable transmission. A five door estate version was
introduced in June , and was named the Sport Tourer. The suspension is made of MacPherson
struts on the front and a torsion beam on the rear. Brakes are discs on both axles. The driver
can select between five driving modes that change the car set up. Options include adaptive
cruise control, automated emergency braking, lane departure warning, speed limit warning,
blind spot monitoring, automatic headlights, reversing camera, parking sensors and a hands
free parking system. Speaking about the car, Renault's chief designer Laurens van den Acker
said, "Renault can produce cars with a Latin skin and a German heart". As standard, it
incorporates a four-wheel steering system 4Control and dual-clutch automatic gearbox with
optional paddle shifting. It also has a slightly different design for the interior and the exterior. It
has more space for the back seat passengers than the hatchback and a larger boot , with a
theoretical volume of decimetres. Depending on the market, there are two petrol engines and
three diesel engines offered, with power outputs ranging from 90 to bhp. Only the mid range
engine is suitable to be matched with the dual clutch six speed transmission. The production
version will be presented this year and will enter production in late The car uses a low-profile 60
kWh battery that is compatible with fast-charging rates of up to kW. After buying the car,
owners will subscribe to a battery replacement and charging plan based on their anticipated
mileage. Recharging was to be done at one of , spots that Project Better Place was to build and
maintain; however, a new alternative will need to be sought, due to the filing of bankruptcy on
26 May by Project Better Place. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model manufactured
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available. Roger has been selling cars for over 30 years. Renault Scenic for sale. Has been a
very reliable runner but electronic handbrake has gone so have decided to sell for spares or as
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are also only three trim levels - Play, Iconic and Signature â€” although all have such essentials
as electric windows and air conditioning. And remember, if you decide the Grand Scenic is right
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with ads using data observed during the course of the user's interaction with that ad Provide
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online user for the purposes of market research to generate audience insights if vendors have
declared to match and combine offline data sources Feature 1 Combine this information with
other information previously collected including from across websites and apps. Vendors
cannot: Measure the performance and effectiveness of ads that a specific user was served or
interacted with, without a Legal Basis to measure ad performance. Measure which content a
specific user was served and how they interacted with it, without a Legal Basis to measure
content performance. To develop new products and improve products vendors can: Use
information to improve their existing products with new features and to develop new products
Create new models and algorithms through machine learning Vendors cannot: Conduct any
other data processing operation allowed under a different purpose under this purpose. To
ensure security, prevent fraud and debug vendors can: Ensure data are securely transmitted
Detect and prevent malicious, fraudulent, invalid, or illegal activity. Ensure correct and efficient
operation of systems and processes, including to monitor and enhance the performance of
systems and processes engaged in permitted purposes Vendors cannot: Conduct any other
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automatically from a device for specific characteristics, e. IP address, user-agent string. Use
such an identifier to attempt to re-identify a device. Vendors cannot: Create an identifier using
data collected via actively scanning a device for specific characteristics, e. Use such an
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